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McKinley
Landing in a tight spot
THIS IS HOW THINGS can come to a bad end. There are times that we
all fervently wish we had stayed on the ground and listened to our
voice of caution, or wish that we had a voice of caution in the first
place. You can decide which camp you are in. I have a voice of caution; I just don’t always listen very well.
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I got here honestly enough. The cheery
weather briefer-lady on the phone this
morning was crowing about the severe clear
conditions anticipated throughout all of central Alaska. While the conditions weren’t
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living up to that billing when I called, she
assured me that the weather would be
improving most favorably.
It all sounded so good. I anticipated
leaving the overcast and rain showers of
Yukon behind as Dad and I re-entered our
country of birth. We concentrated more on
adhering to the myriad rules and mores of
U.S. Customs and Border Protection than
on planning for seemingly remote weather
contingencies.
It was a flight in a Piper Arrow that
began by following the Top of the World
Highway to Tok and a meeting with the
Alaska Highway. I sound like the American
Automobile Club, I know, but that’s how
things are done in Alaska. You follow the
highways so you have a place to land if
things don’t work out. Or, if it goes really
bad, so the rescue personnel don’t have far
to look for the twisted metal. Faced with

It goes to show that there
are all kinds of flying out
there. You may be good
at one kind of flying, but
still miserable at another.
the deteriorating weather at Tok, we managed to get between some layers for the
climb up to the 10,000-foot minimum en
route altitude and called for a clearance in
the soup into Fairbanks.
Oddly enough, for me this was a great
relief. Following highways and mountain
flying is not something that I am used to
or, in truth, know anything about.
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Instrument flight in the clouds, on the
other hand, I know everything about
from my many years doing nothing but.
It goes to show that there are all kinds
of flying out there. You may be good at
one kind of flying, but still miserable at
another. That should be a lesson to those
who so freely toss me the keys to their airplane assuming that, just because I know
how to fly an Airbus, I also know how to
fly a Piper Cub, or a Cherokee, or any
other airplane. But I digress.
The flight culminated in a near-minimums ILS approach into Fairbanks. The
weather forecast was still unchanged. Severe
clear, yeah right.
I hadn’t yet had enough experience with
Alaska forecasts to know that all weather is
un-forecast. The terminal area forecasts
seem to say the same thing every day regardless of what’s going on out the window.
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Maybe the weather is just not a concern
to the indigenous pilots. The other day,
while I was waiting out some fog in
Whitehorse, one of the Alaska pilots there
was telling me that flying up the highway
under 100-foot ceilings isn’t any problem at
all. “Just make sure to watch out for the
trucks coming the other way.” Somehow I
didn’t see myself testing out the wisdom of
his words.
After the requisite amount of hassle with
customs, Dad and I found ourselves reinstated as American citizens. I probably
should have just called it quits and gotten a
hotel room, but my destination wasn’t
Fairbanks, it was the small gravel airport
called McKinley at Denali National park.
After a couple of hours of sitting it out on
the ground, Fairbanks improved to okay
VFR, and after a further hour or so
McKinley came through with a decent
enough weather sequence, 1,500-foot broken
and 5 miles’ visibility. Two good weather
reports. And, of course, the forecast is calling
for spectacular conditions. But I forgot the
aviator’s rule. You can have two good
reports, but the weather is almost certainly
worse at some point in between.
Now I’m down to 800 feet in a river
delta. There’s high terrain to the west that
keeps me from heading in the direction I
wish. The visibility isn’t bad, but there are
many rain showers in the area. I’ve always
thought that reported visibility is useless in
rain; it is always nil looking straight ahead
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through the windshield, and straight ahead
is the most important direction of all.
This area of Alaska is very flat, which is a
blessing at the moment. But I still have a
hundred miles to go, and the ceiling is getting lower ahead. Why do I have this
gnawing feeling that I have been here before.
Oh right, that’s anxiety. I have been here
before. Pilots are very black and white people, but the aviation world is constantly
veiled in shades of gray. That’s how we get
ourselves into trouble, by hoping for the best
instead of anticipating the worst.

That’s how we get ourselves
into trouble, by hoping for
the best instead of
anticipating the worst.
Regardless of how many thousands of
hours I have in my logbook, I’m currently
finding myself doing a number of things that
I know little to nothing about. Scud running,
flying in Alaska, flying in mountains, and
let’s face it, the vast majority of my small
single-engine airplane time was logged 30
years ago. I should have waited for the
weather to clear further as a hedge to my
inexperience in these conditions.

I can’t follow the highway as I had hoped
due to the weather. It lies off to the west on
higher ground, terrain that currently
appears to be in the clouds. I’m following
the Tanana River as it winds its way south.
Up ahead, according to the map, we will
meet up with the highway again.
The rain is causing saturation in the atmosphere. I am down to 700 feet now to stay
below the clouds, and I begin to see some telltale scattered areas of fog developing below. I
think about that Alaska pilot back in
Whitehorse–I at least don’t have to watch for
trucks over the Tanana River. But I don’t
want to get caught between cloud layers only
hundreds of feet off the ground either.
We pick up the highway again at Nenana,
a sleepy little five-square-block community
at the confluence of the Nenana River, the
George Parks Highway, and a railroad track.
But most importantly for me, they have a
fairly attractive looking airport that I could
backtrack to if the weather turns out to be
too foul ahead. The highway stretches off to
the south although I can barely see it with all
the rain on the windshield. So we continue
on hoping–there’s that word again–that
things will get better and not worse.
The rain quiets down a bit as we leave the
flatlands behind and turn down a broad valley at the foothills of the Alaska Range. The
ridges on either side are sheathed in clouds,
but the visibility is good underneath. It’s
comfortable enough, but I know from the
map that it doesn’t last. Up ahead is my destination, but getting there won’t be easy.
The map says that the broad valley ends
abruptly in a narrow pass, a deep vee with
5,000-foot-high mountains on either side.
And, once we enter, we are committed; the
pass is too narrow to execute a 180-degree
turn and get back out of there. Worse yet, the
overcast above will meet the sides of the
ridgeline far below the elevation of the peaks.
My world will assume the shape of a triangle,
the steeply sloping walls of the pass and the
overcast deck capping it.
Upon entering the pass it appears to make
a slight dogleg to the south and then widens
out slightly into a small bowl where the
McKinley Park airport is located. The runway is 3,000 feet of gravel and slopes uphill
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to the south. Since the winds are from the
north, or at least they were on the weather
report, I’ll probably make a right-hand traffic
pattern and land on Runway 34.
With no better ideas appearing, we
plunge into the pass that seems even more
confining than it looked on the map. With the
clouds overhead and the rock walls so near,
we are unable to do anything but go forward.
The Piper Arrow hadn’t seemed very fast on
the three-day trip up from the lower 48, but
now in this confined space it’s fast, too fast.
Up ahead is the dogleg. We start our turn
to the south slightly before we get to the dogleg so that our momentum doesn’t carry us
into the eastern side of the pass. And then we
glimpse McKinley.
Wow! We’re right on top of it. It is not at
all what I imagined. The terrain is high to the
west, and there appears to be a significant hill
on the approach to my chosen runway. The
clouds glower darkly to the south, making

further flight in that direction uninviting. I
remember the weather briefers admonition
regarding thunderstorms in the mountains.
I make a snap decision to do just about the
only thing that seems possible at the moment.
First, I chop to throttle to slow down and
decrease the radius of my turns in this confined valley. And then, I overfly the runway at
about 700 feet, carefully remaining below the
bases of the clouds while executing a military
style 360-degree overhead approach to land
on 16. The winds aren’t particularly strong,
and I’d rather take a little bit of tail wind than
a lot of terrain on the approach. Not to mention, I don’t have much time or space to
ponder the alternatives just now.
At runway’s end I rack it around into a
tight turn to downwind while getting the gear
and flaps out. Opposite the numbers, I’m
down to about 400 feet, and Dad bumps my
knee to point out the mountain looming close
off our right wing. I’m nervous about it, too.
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With the low overcast deck, there is little room to maneuver in this bowl in the
mountains. We are too close to the runway
for a base leg, so I just curve it around to
final. Crossing the end of runway, I chop
the throttle and begin to flare, but the end
of the runway sure looks like it’s coming up
fast. I quickly give up thoughts of a nice
landing and put the Arrow down while getting on the brakes. We roll to a stop on the
soft, wet gravel about two-thirds of the way
down the runway.
As I make my selection from the three
tiedown spots afforded to itinerant aircraft,
I feel the tension of the last hour or so drain
away. It was not pretty, but we have arrived,
and sometimes at the end of the day, that is
the best that you can say.

Jeff Skiles, EAA 336120, is EAA vice president of chapters
and youth education and flies a 1935 Waco biplane.
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